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QA) Read the following passage and answer the following questions :

Q1 In which district was khashaba Jhadav born? (1)

ANS : ___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Q2) Which sport did his family love? (1)

ANS : ___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Q.3 Which sport do you love to play .Why? (1)

ANS : ___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Q.4 Give opposite of. (1)

a) Rich –

b) Hate –

Khashaba Jadhav was born in a very poor family in a village called Goleshwar in Satara district. But it
was a family that loved sports, especially wrestling . his father, Dadashaheb was himself a wrestler. He
had five sons. The youngest of them was khashaba. Dadeshaheb himself taught them wrestling.
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QB) Read the stanza and answer the following questions :

Q1) Who were playing? (1)

ANS : ____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Q2) Which game they were playing? (1)

ANS : ____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Q.3) Pick out the rhyming word from the stanza : (1)

a) Ride --____________________

b) shy - _____________________

Q.C) Read the passage and write the figure of speech :- (5)

1) Proper Nouns : ______________ , __________________

2) Common nouns: _____________ , __________________

The sun and the rain in the fickle weather

We're playing hide and seek together;

And each, in turn, would try to chase

The other from his hiding place.

At last, they met to say ‘Good Bye,'

And the lo! A rainbow spanned the sky.

In June, Simon asked his mother if she could buy him a dog. Simon had always wanted a

dog named Charlie, and now that he was fourteen years old, he thought that he was old
enough to have his own pet.
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3 Write Singular of ;

Years _____________ pets __________________

4) Write Plural of :

Name , _________________ Dog- , ________________

5) Is ______________ your car there.?(This, that)

Q.D) Write 6 to 8 lines on :- (3)

A) A Rainy day
(clouds, playing, raining, soaked, shelter, drizzle ,head to toe)

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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